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About This Game

Adventure calls... but you don't always have time to spend hours optimizing your character sheet or managing your inventory!
One Deck Dungeon lets you jump right in to bashing down doors, rolling dice, and squashing baddies with style. Get a full

roguelike game experience, boiled down to its essence, and captured in a single deck of cards and a handful of dice!

One Deck Dungeon is a dungeon crawling adventure game for one or two players. Each time you play, choose one or two of
these 5 brave heroes:

Mage - There's rarely a problem in the dungeon she can't solve with a spell.

Warrior - Her favorite dungeon activity is squashing her opponents immediately.

Rogue - Watch in awe as she dispatches monsters with style.

Archer - Accurate, brilliant, catastrophically deadly.

Paladin - She seeks out danger and shields her allies from deadly enemies.
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After every game, your heroes make progress toward unlocking up to 15 new talents, building up their power for future games.

There are 5 dangerous challenges to face:

Dragon’s Cave - The thick-skinned wyvern who occupies this dungeon prefers her heroes on the crispy side.

Yeti’s Cavern - If you can survive the freezing winds and biting cold, an abominable snowman awaits.

Hydra’s Reef - Chop off one head, and another appears! This regenerating venomous monstrosity is a slippery foe.

Lich’s Tomb - Hordes of undead foes, evil curses, and magical wards. What could possibly go wrong?

Minotaur’s Maze - Abandon all hope, ye who enter here!

The Forest of Shadows expansion doubles the content in the game and is available as downloadable content via Steam. It
features adventures in all-new lush yet deadly locales. A vast network of mossy underground tunnels and connected forest areas

await your heroes!

5 new heroes - Alchemist, Druid, Hunter, Slayer, & Warden

5 new dungeons - Lair of Indrax, The Mudlands, Realm of Venom, Smoldering Ruins, & The Vile Roots

A complete new 44-card encounter deck

Additional progression focuses, basic skills, potions, & more!

Individual expansion cards are available as downloadable content via Steam:

Caliana - This faerie has decided that dungeoneering looks fun! Don't let her get bored...

Fanatic - A righteous Sentinel is here to smite evil wherever it may lurk!

Witch - Her chaotic magic hammer is ready to smash glooping oozes into glooping puddles!

Cinder Plains - The Hellhound awaits those reckless enough to venture here...

Phoenix's Den - Only the bravest heroes can handle the heat!

Once you know your way around the dungeon, a game takes about 15 minutes. It might take a little longer if you're learning, or
a lot shorter if you jump into a pit of spikes.

Warning: do not jump into a pit of spikes.
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HELLO! Would it be impolite if I were to nom on your armor and weapons? That shiny metal looks oh so delicious. Oh
--pardon me, how rude of me not to introduce myself! I am Glooping Ooze, one of the many extremely polite denizens of the

dungeons in this area. I even have my own card:

Like all cards in One Deck Dungeon, mine is full of colored boxes, and HEY! What's the idea with all those arrows. Ugh,
adventurers. So rude. So very very rude. I suppose you're rolling all your dice, attempting to fill in as many boxes as possible.

For every one you don't fill, I'm going to make you pay for this arrow nonsense, in hearts and time! Precious time!
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If you manage to get past me somehow, you'll be able to take Armor Crush as a skill, or add that magic icon on the left to your
stats, or take the three experience lanterns in the upper-right.

Despite your arrowful attitude, I welcome you to the world of One Deck Dungeon. Adventure awaits!

One Deck Dungeon is an officially licensed product of “One Deck Dungeon” from Asmadi Games.
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One of the bests of my childhood games. A good game, kinda reminiscent of the old Bomberman on Sinclair ZX Spectrum.
Place bombs, collect codes to doors, hide in shadows and/or start ultra mayhem blast chaos!

I didn´t expect much and the game surprised me. Game mechanics are fine. Sometimes there are even puzzles with more than
one solution, because you can bomb your own way forward (i mean, literally - you make path in terrain with your bombs).
Even though I suffered frustration, I blame my fat clumsy fingers more than the game itself.

Not a long game, though, 8 maps pieces, 28 levels. You can finish it in about 5 hrs.
+ Community maps. Over 100 of them.

If you are into Achievements, you can make most of them easily - 12/13, 92%.
However... if you want to collect all 100 percent, there are people who say it took about 3 more hours, but I still believe you
have to be buddhist monk with russian acrobat skills and timing of a p0*nstar. The horror part is you see you can do it, but then
you make a tiny, tiny mistake.... I really like this game! It has a skill tree for the tower enhancements, whichs ups the
playability! Alot of thought and creativity went into this game to make it fun to play! There's alot of tower defense games out
there, but this one will be worth the purchase!. I liked this. I just spent the afternoon completing it, and had a lovely time doing
so. It's a Metroid-style game, about a man in a blue suit with a beard who crashes on some planet, and spends a few hours
breaking into tombs and shooting the natives.. Nice little platformer. easy to master with some tricky situations.
rising lava level...check
 water level....check
 air level....check
ha its all there
what even are those purple things and why are those fish like beasts from hell.
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Do you hve kids? Do you hate them? Do you like them?
Well to bad you will have to kill them all.

I found myself getting attached more than i thought i would for a management game, the devs do a great job of making you feel
for the humunculi and making you feel kinda bad after you kill one you like.. This is a nice death really clone that is focused
mostly on fighting only. Although there are two campaign modes (I have played in offline mode, check achievements if you
need proof) and the leader board, still the game has rather low replay value and is quite repetitive. The first person mode is a
nice addition, too bad player cannot switch views and I would enjoy more maps in First mode, especially maybe some real
racing, not only time trials.
The game can be a challenge, but at the end Zombie Driver HD is far better execution of this idea of the game.
Still it's an enjoyable game that occurs very often on bundles and sales. Recommended.. I knew this game would be fun as soon
as I saw the trailer. It's a fun text parser adventure game. Super retro and made with love. Plus, snails! Who doesn't love snails?.
Great movie, but english subtitles are terrible. Too succinct, and frequently downright wrong (when compared to the english
voice track.). Thank you, Steam, for *FINALLY* adding Pharaoh! I had to purchase it through GOG several years back in
order to enjoy it, but now I can finally play it via Steam. I used to play this game as a kid and absolutley loved it. I play this
game now as an adult and I still absolutley love it. In my book, it's one of the best games ever!. Jagged Alliance has been one of
my most beloved game series for some twenty years now. But I feel most sentiment towards the oldest one, the original JA. Yes,
the graphics looks ancient today. Its mechanics lacks a lot of things that were addressed in Deadly Games and later in JA2 and a
few things can be quite frustrating. Yet I like it more than JA:DG - because it has story, more tactical choices and gives you
much more freedom in the way how you'd like to make your way through the game.
I guess it has very little potential to attract new generation of gamers and the only ones to purchase this game will be
antediluvians such as myself, who have spent hundreds hours playing it twenty years ago, but it is a pity, because only a handful
of games are so memorable... and can be played over and over again and lose little of their appeal decades after their first
release.

JA:DG are much more straightforward, they add multiplayer (sort of), level and campaign editor, Mickey the weapons dealer
with the most stereotypical Irish accent I've ever heard... Game mechanics are a wee bit more polished y'know, but the missions
are in the order Gus Tarballs lays them for you, one per day and that's that... Don't get me wrong, it's not worse game than the
original JA, in some ways it's better and I spent probably hundreds of hours playing it as well... Yer it lacks some charm of its
predecessor, at least for me.

TL;DR:
If you're under thirty, don't buy it, you probably won't like it.

If you're old enough to remember its first release and enjoyed it then, get it on sale, for 2,49\u20ac it's a bargain and the game is
still as much fun as it once was - and you get both JA and Deadly games.
It runs in DOSBox, so it works even on Win10 and machines built in 21st century ;-)

Weekend Races – Virgin Islands:
Hello Pioneers!

Here are this weekend’s races – keep your suggestions rolling and let us know where you’d like to race.

Long Race. THE WORLD OF SLAVIC LEGENDS OPENS AGAIN!:
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Please add the game to your WISHLIST to stay updated!

When a seemingly uneventful visit to your brother turns into a hotbed of conflict between humans and Clouders it will be up to
you - Mary Gilbert - famous botanist and guardian of Fern Flower - to once more enter the magical world of eastern European
deities, ancient beliefs and mythical lands. Accompanied by Aitvar, a house spirit, set off to the other end of the rainbow, where
a flying city floats among the clouds and where your brother is being held captive by an evil sorcerer. Save him and together
renew the ancient covenant between humans and Clouders. Will cleverness and resourcefulness be enough to overcome sinister
Zmeys on the sorcerer's service and prove your worth to Perun, the god of thunder? Will you be able to save the earth before it
gets flooded by the ocean?

Eventide 3: Legacy of Legends will be available at a 40% discount for 7 days after the premiere.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/677020/Eventide_3_Legacy_of_Legends/?beta=0
. December update!:
It's time for the first update of the new version of City Car Driving! ����

Let's see what were improved in this version:

➜ Fixed the vulnerability that allowed your treacherous neighbor to hack the amount of fuel on your fuel card.
➜ Now when you adjust mirrors, no other controls work.
➜ Unified the UI style of fuel level, passenger transportation, etc.
➜ Corrected minor issues in Chinese and French localizations.
➜ Removed the penalty “You are driving in the forbidden direction”, if you are driving along the mission route.
➜ Some users were “lucky” and got two penalties at once – this will not happen again, one violation = one penalty.

P.S. By the way, New Year discount of 31% in Steam is still valid! ��. TOK HARDOCRE at a discount in the store!:
Last day discount for TOK HARDCORE in the Steam Store!
Challenge yourself through the hardcore puzzle!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1053250/TOK_HARDCORE/
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Do not forget to leave a review, bro!. The Trailer for Reversion: The Return is here!:
Finally, the trailer for Reversion: TheReturn is here! Watch it now ��

The Final chapter in the Reversion series comes in 2019 and is longer than ever:

 5 times de amount of play time!

 New puzzles and characters

 Brand new cutscenes

 Amazing voice acting!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4k_co_Cg2lQ
Remember you can follow the game's development on Facebook[www.facebook.com], Twitter and Instagram
[www.instagram.com].

. LAUNCH TRAILER - STRANGE BRIGADE ENLISTS FREE FIFTH CHARACTER AT LAUNCH!:

Would-be adventurers who acquire STRANGE BRIGADE when it launches next week will discover a rather resplendent treat –
a FREE FIFTH CHARACTER!

Unveiled at the conclusion of today’s terrifically thrilling launch trailer, the gentleman explorer Winston Bey is now part of the
Brigade! AND he’s FREE to all players who pre-order or purchase STRANGE BRIGADE on any platform during the first 30
days after launch.

Watch launch trailer. Quiver Dick's Terrible Tale is live!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/953230/Quiver_Dicks_Terrible_Tale_For_Terrible_Parents_To_Read_To_Their_Equally_
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Terrible_Children/
Is live!

You can also find it in this bundle for a discounted price!

https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/7659/The_Metal_as_Phuk_Chronicles_of_Quiver_Dick_Collection_Bundle/

Thank you all for the support and I hope to hear from you all soon!

- Crankage Games. Outbreak v1.02 Released!:
Outbreak v1.02 has been released. It includes the following changes:

Controller vibration toggle added to Options menus.

Shotgun spread decreased slightly.

Shotgun damage buffed slightly.

. Die, climb, fall, die... climb again!:

You are dead. We're so sorry, but there's nothing we can do about it. Look on the bright side – at least you didn't end up in hell!
Limbo isn't that bad, you know. The thing is, as a means of redemption, you are tasked to climb. Yup, there you are, scaling
an endless mountain with your lifeless limbs. Um, did I mention that your limbs aren't as agile as they used to be when
blood was actually flowing in your veins?

Dead Climb is a most unusual physics-based mountain climbing simulator in which you are a dead man thrown into a weird
alpine limbo. Climb endless mountains, fight against time and avoid obstacles to get out of your purgatory!
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But did you know that our very dead hero wasn't quite as lifeless as he is now? When we started the development of the
game, it was just a small mountain climbing simulator inspired by games like QWOP. Then we went full arcade, the
protagonist died tragically and now he must fight for his redemption! That's one hell of an origin story, aye?

If you want to try your wits in the mountain-like limbo realm, please add Dead Climb to your wishlist to stay up to date
with further announcements.
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